How to find VillaOlivio?
VillaOlivio is located in Mezgit, a small village near Mesudiye in Datca.
Coordinates: N36° 42’ 10” E27° 34’ 16”

Address:
VillaOlivio
Mesudiye Köyü
Mezgit Mahallesi, No: 77
48900 Datça/MUGLA, Turkey

Contact person:
Mobile:

Zafer Balli
0090 (0) 532 6936985

Dalaman Airport – VillaOlivio (169km – aprox. 2.5 hours drive)
From Dalaman Airport to VillaOlivio is about 169km and this will take you about 2.5 hours
by car. The roads are good, last 4 km there might be some potholes. If you drive by daylight
you can enjoy the beautiful scenery, especially when you enter the Datca peninsula. If you
drive by night, please drive carefully.

Route
When you leave the Dalaman Airport you can only follow one way, after 6km you see already
the first sign: Mugla). After 12km you get the first junction take the left to Mugla. Now you
are on the D400 and you have to follow Mugla. The D400 is already the road to Datca.
After 67km you must go left the signs indicate Marmaris – Datca.
After 94km you have reached Marmaris and from now on you have to follow Datca.
You leave Marmaris and enter the Datca Peninsula. This is a beautiful road, by day you can
see the sea on both sides, on your right the Eagan sea and your left the Mediterranean Sea.
The road will also go uphill as you have to pass a mountain.

The beautiful road to Datca

VillaOlivio is not located in the town Datca itself, but in a very small village (Mezgit) near
Mesudiye. After 155km you see below crossroad. Go right here and follow Knidos.
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Crossroad just before Datca, follow Knidos

After 800 meter you get a junction. One way to Knidos, the other one to Bodrum Ferryboat.
Keep following Knidos.

Follow Knidos

After following the road to knidos you will get after 164km the next junction.
One way to Knidos one way to Mesudiye. Go down to the left and follow Mesudiye.

Follow Mesudiye
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Now you are on the road VillaOlivio is on. After following this road four kilometres you have
reached VillaOlivio. Be aware of some potholes and enjoy the beautiful scenery. You have a
magnificient view on Mesudiye and the Greece island Tilos.

On kilometre 169 you see on your right a white board with “Mesudiye”. VillaOlivio is 500
meters after this board on your left hand. VillaOlivio is located directly on the road.
VillaOlivio is at the beginning of the small village called Mezgit.
May you have passed the villa or lost the road. You can ask local people for the “Mezgit
Mengen” (the olive oil mill from Mezgit) and they will let you know where you can find it.

You are there; VillaOlivio, directly located on the road.
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